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18764-O1 Case, Stiffener Rings 17 AUG 90
18764-14 Joint Prntectlon System 17 AUG 90
RSRM-13-17
RSRM-13
The remaining COQs were submitted previously and approved for subsequent flights as follows:
COMPONENT APPROVAL
coo _ OATS
18764-02 Case Joints 22 Jun 90
18764-03 Igniter 1 DEC 89
18764-04 Propellant 22 Jun 90
18764-05 Un_r 22 Jun 90
18764-06 Internal insulaUon 1 DEC 89
18764-07 Thermal Protection System 24 JUL 89
18764-08 Systems Tunnel 29 JAN 90
18764-09 Nozzle Assembly 22 Jun 90
18764-10 Flex Bearing 1 DEC 89
18764-11 Aft Exit Cone 22 Jun 90
18764-12 Safe and Arm Device 22 Jun 90
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The Space Shuttle Redesigned Solid Rocket Motor (RSRM) Certification Program pro-
vldes confidence that the RSRM and its components/subsystems meet or exceed Mission Ori-
ented Requirements when manufactured per design requirements and specified/approved proc-
esses. Certification Is based on documented results of tests, analyses, Inspections, slmilari_ and
demonstrations. Compliance Statements are written to provide certification rationale in place of
unreleased documentation. 11_1sreport provides evidencing Informstlon to certi_ that each
RSRM component/subsystem sstisfles daslgn, mission related requirements and objectives as
specified In the Prime Equipment Contract End Item Detail Specification (CEI) CPW1-3600A.
This report was revised to eliminate duplication from flight set to flight set, such as, intro-
ductions, Illustrations, etc. Only information necessary to support the current COQ Issue Is in-
cluded. For complete background Information and illustrations see TWR-18764 and
TWR-18764/05.
2.0 PURPOSE
The purpose of this document is to provide Information to support the Certificate of
Qualificstlon (COQ) MSFC form 511. This Information gives objective evidence to verity that each
component/subsystem of the RSRM satisfies all certification requirements.
3.0 - 5.6
See TWR-18764 and TWR-18764/05 for a complete listing.
6.0 CERTIFICATION HISTORY
The certification history for the RSRM program is shown in tables 6.0-1 and 6.0-2. These
tables Include a component/subsystem description, effectivitles, submittal dates, MSFC approval
dates, NASA COQ numbers and remarks.
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The certification documentation Information provides evidence to verity that each compo-
nent/subsystem of the RSRM satisfies all certification requirements.
The certification documentation Is presented as follows:
SECTION COMPONENT/SUBSYSTEM
7.1 Assembled motor





7.7 Thermal Protection System
7.8 SystemsTunnel
7.9 No_e, Flex Bearing, Aft Exit Cone
7.10 Safe and Arm Device
7.11 Instrumentation
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The assembled motor data report contains an End Item Parts
List (EIPL), Hardware Test Matrix (HTM) and CPI tables. The EIPL
for the assembled motor includes all top level hardware
configurations for the shipping segments, all component/subsystem
assemblies at their top level assembly and any part numbers that
are not covered by the subsequent sections. Notes indicate which
component section EIPL presents a detailed hardware listing of
the top level part.
Major changes between 360X012 and 360X013 are as follows:
ECP SRM 1805R3 - Locking Leak Check Port Plugs on Factory
Joints
Incorporates locking leak check port plugs into the
factory joints of the LH (A) aft segment of 360X013 and
all subsequent motor se_s, replacing the IUI00269-01
leak check port plug with the IUI00269-03 plug which
has the locking feature.
ECP SRM 2046 - Igniter Adapter/Chamber Acceptance Criteria
Update
Adds minor diameter and pitch diameter requirements to
threaded hole inspection. In the event that a threaded
hole does not pass initial "GO" gage inspection, pitch
diameter and minor diameter will be inspected prior to
initiating a DR. opens nonsealing surface defect
criteria for adapter flanges and chamber surface from
0.010 to 0.015 in. Opens defect criteria on adapter
through holes from 0.005 to 0.015. Redefines the
sealing surface of the chamber and adapter and
simplifies the measurements made to locate these
surfaces. Ports located at 198, 305, 337.5 and 115 deg
will be inspected for defects in sealing surfaces.
Raised metal is allowed in nonsealing surfaces areas
when it is below the minimum full thread requirement
and is not in the interface area. Opens the special
bolt hole O-ring sealing surface diameter from 0.628 to
0.630.
ECP SRM 2257R1 - FJPS Redesign












The redesigned FJPS was implemented on all field joints
of 360X013. The new design was bonded to the base paint
coat. Cosmetic coat was sanded off to primer base.
ECP SRM 2275 - Add primer paint to pin retainer band to
prevent case corrosion
Apply STW5-3226 primer to the interi0r surface of the
pin retainer band and to the surfaces of the clevis in
contact with the band. No masking will be made in the
area of primer application. This change applies to
factory joints only.
ECP SRM 2296 - Igniter Installation Preparation
Adds dimensions for both outer and inner joint putty
layup. Implements use of standard measuring instrument
(straightedge) to verify that no putty extends above
the chamber flange in the inner joint. Incorporates use
of IU51916-09 grease in place of STW5-2942 grease.
Three diamond shaped guide pins were used to align
gasket and adapter, adapter was lowered by crane and
hydraset, and chamber was held in place with shop aids.
Outer bolt torque sequence in the planning was changed
from a circular pattern to a crisscross pattern.
ECP SRM 2326 - Changes to Case Refurbishment Specifications
REVI$10N
Redefines the field joint vent port (135 deg) sealing
surface. The top 0.040 in. of the conical section is no
longer defined as a sealing surface. Imposes a height
of 0.004 in. on raised metal in nonsealing surface
zones at the bottom of the last thread in the nozzle
exit cone and segment field joint leak check (45 deg)
ports. Also, defines thread runouts that may be
interpreted as raised metal in the segment field joint
vent ports (135 deg). The "J" dimension has been
increased, and the conical surface face angle
tolerances and the depth measurements which define this
angle have been relaxed. The sealing surfaces of both
factory and field joint O-ring grooves have been
redefined. The forward walls of both primary and
secondary O-ring grooves are no longer defined as
sealing surfaces, but rather surfaces over which an O-
ring must pass. The sealing surface dimensions of both





















TABLE 7.1-I END iTEH PARTS LIST - FORgARDSHIPPING SEG.qENT
TOP LEVEL PART NUNBER PART DESCRIPTION REV ECO
1U76989-05 Segment Forward-TPS, Lid (L.H.) 3
1U76989-06 Segment For_ard-TPS, Lid (R°H.) 3



























NOTE 1 : See
NOTE 2 : See
NOTE 3 : See
NOTE 4 : See
NOTE 5 : See
NOTE 6 : See
NOTE 7 : See
NOTE 8 : See
NOTE 9 : See
NOTE 10: See
NOTE 11: See
Case Segatent, Cy(incler 1
Case Segme_t_ Foruard 1
Case Seg, Capture CyLinder 1
Igniter, Rocket Notor Nod_f_ed L.H. 2
Turme[ Assembty, Forward Segment 5
Case Assemb(y, Forward Segment 3
Sub Assy, R.H. F_cl, GEl instr.(R.H.)
Sub Assy, LoH° F_I, GEl Instr.(L.H.)i4
Case Assy, F_cl Segment Insu[ated 6
Segment, RSRN_ Loaded, Ft_l
Lined Case
Nod. ]gn. Sys., Ft_:l Sag Assy (L.Ho) 3
Nod. Ign. Sys°, FOd Seg Assy (RoH.) 3
Bracket/Igniter Heater Assy (L.H.) 7
Bracket/Igniter Heater Assy (L.H.) 7
Segment, Fwd CabLe Assy 7












Joint Protectio_ System EiPL
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TABLE 7.1-2 END ITEN PARTS LIST - FORWARD CENTER SHIPPING SEGMENT
TOP LEVEL PART NUMBER PART DESCRIPTION
1U76990-03 Segment FKI. Ctr.-TPS, Lid (L.N.)
1U76_0-04 Segment Fwd. Ctr.-TPS, Lid (R.H.)












Case Sag, Capt. Cy[, (Lt.Wt.) 1
Tunnel Assy, Ctr Fwd Segment 5
Case Assy, Center Segment 3
Subassy, (R.H.) Fud Ctr GEl instr. 4
Subassy, (L.N.) F_I Ctr GEl Instr. 4
Case Assy, Ctr Sag InsuLated 6
Segment, RSRN Loaded, Center
Lined Case
Segment, F_I Ctr CabLe Assy 7
Segment, Fill Ctr TPS 8
















NOTE 1 : See
NOTE 2 : See
NOTE 3 : See
NOTE 4 : See
NOTE 5 : See
NOTE 6 : See
NOTE 7 : See
NOTE 8 : See
NOTE 9 : See
NOTE 10: See
MOTE 11: See






Joint Protection System EIPL
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TABLE 7.1-3 END ITEM PARTS LIST - AFT CENTER SHIPPING SEGMENT
TOP LEVEL PART NUMBER PART DESCRIPTION
1U76991-03 Segment, Aft Ctr-TPS, Lid (R.H.)

















Case, Segmnt, Cylinder, Light Wt 1
Case, Seg, Capture, (Lt.Wt.) 1
Case Assy, Center Segment 3
Tunnel Assy, Aft Ctr Segment i5
Sub Assy_ R.H= Aft Ctr, GEl Instr !4
Sub Assy, L.Ho Aft Ctr, GEl lnstr 4
Case Assy, Ctr Seg Insulated 6
Segment, RSRN Loaded Center
Lined Case
Segamnt Aft Ctr, Cable Assy 7









NOTE 1 : See
NOTE 2 : See
NOTE 3 : See
NOTE 4 : See
NOTE 5 : See
NOTE 6 : See
NOTE 7 : See
NOTE 8 : See

















Joint Protection System EIPL














TABLE 7.1-4 END ]TEN PARTS LIST - AFT SHIPPING SEGMENT




!Seg_t, Aft-TPS, Lid (L.H.)
jSeg_t, Aft-TPS, Lid (R.H.)
REV ECO
2


































jCase Segnunt, Aft 1
iCase Seg., Attach (Lt.Wt.) 1
ICase Seg., Stiffener (Lt. Wt.) 1
iBase, Cable Mounting







Nozzle Assy, Fine[ 11
Cable Installation Aft Seg
Tunnel Assy, Aft Segment 5




Sub Assy ,R.H. Aft Sag GEl %nstr 4
Sub Assy, L.H. Aft Sag GEl Instr 4
Case Assy, Aft Seg Insulated 6
Barrel Assembly, Coated 3
Aft Dome Insulated
Segment, RSRH Loaded. Aft
Lined Clse







NOTE 1: See Case End Item Parts List (EIPL)
NOTE 2: See Igniter EIPL
NOTE 3: See Case Joints EIPL
NOTE 4: See Instrumentation EIPL
NOTE 5: See Systems Tunnel EIPL
MOTE 6: See Internal Insulation EIPL
NOTE 7: See Joint Protection System EIPL
NOTE 8: See Thermal Protection System EIPL
NOTE 9: See Liner EIPL
NOTE 10: See Propellant EIPL
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The case segments used on flight 360X013 are the same design
configuration as that of flight 360X012. Several deviations were
added to the HCM, applicable to subsequent flight sets, to allow
a COQ effectivity beyond one flight.
CASE JOINTS
The Joint configurations for flight 360X013 are the same
design configuration as that of flight 360X012. Several
deviations were added to the HCM, applicable to subsequent flight
sets, to allow a COQ effectivity beyond one flight.
The field joint temperatures are maintained at 75 deg. F
minimum prior to launch by the joint protection system. In case
of failure of the redundant JPS heaters, Launch Commit Criteria
(LCC) minimum temperatures of the primary o-ring are established
on a flight-by-flight basis using calculate @ o-ring squeeze.
These LCC minimum temperatures may be lower than the 75 deg. F
qualification temperatures. Deviation RDW-0618 has been generated









The stiffener rings for flight 360X013 are the same design

















TABLE 7.2-1 END ITEM PARTS LIST - CASE SEGMENTS











Case Seg., Attach (Lt°Wt.)
Case Seg., Cy[. (Std.Wt.)
Case Beg., Stiffnr. (Lt.Wt.)
Case Seg., Stiffnro (Lto Wt.)
Case Seg., Cy[. (Lt. Mr.)
Case Seg. F_cl. (Std. Mr.)
Case Seg., Capt. CyL. (Lt. Wt.)





AA 46 3 3
U 37 4 4
V 38 2 5
D 17 2
D 18













TABLE 7.2-2 END ITEM PARTS LIST - STIFFENER RINGS
TOP LEVEL PART NUHBER PART DESCRIPTION REV ECO
1U76802-04 Aft Segment Build-up, RSRN























































Stiffener Ring (alternate for -04)
Stiffener Ring
Stiffener Ring
















































































TABLE 7.2-3 END ITEN PARTS LZST - CASE JOIMTS











Case Assy., Forward S 12
Segment Assy., Center Segment B 12
Barrel AssY. o Aft Segment B 17
Case Assy., Aft Segment Insulated 3
iCase Assy., Aft Segment Insulated A 12
Nodified Ignition, Sys., Fud Sag. A 5
Nozzle Assy., Aft Segl_nt
Nozzle ASSy., Aft Segment 3
iAssy, end Ctoseout-KSC S 22






















































iCase Sago Std. Attach
Case Segment, Cylinder 2 5
PLug, CLosure






Screw (Art. for 1U75756-02)
Case Seg°, Stiffnr (Lt°Wt.) 3
Case Sago Stiffnr. (art for -05)
Case Sag. Attach (Lt.Wt.) 3 3
Case Sng° Attach (Art for -08)
iCase, Sag, CyL, Light-Weight 5,1 2,3
:Pin, Straight, Headless (GFE) 1 1
iCase Segment, Foruard 2 1






Capture Cyt Lt-Wt Case Segment
iCapture Cy[ Lt-Wt Case Segment
Packing, Performed
IBott, Nach|ne, Art to -04
















































AsseaWbLy, Reta{ner Band, Pin
Art. to 1U826;x_-01.









Wire, safety or Lock
Washer
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TABLE 7.2-5 HARDWARE TEST MATRIX - FIELD JOINTS
I























































LK CHK PORT PLUG
LK CNK PORT PLUG
LVDT ASSEHBLY
PRI & SEC O-RING
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TABLE 7.2-6 HARDWARE TEST MATRIX - FACTORY JOINTS















Aft Segment Barrel Assy
Aft Segment Barrel Assy
Aft Segment Barrel Assy
Aft Segment Barrel Assy































FLT FLT FLT CURRENT
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TABLE 7.2-8 HARDUARE TEST MATRIX * IGHITER/CASE JOINT
HARDWARE DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER
Ignition System Segment Assy
Ignition System Segment Assy
Ignit|on System Segment Assy
Ignition System Seglnertt Assy
Ignit|on System Segment Assy
Ignition System Segment Assy
Ignition System Segment Assy
Ignition System Segment Assy
Ignit|on System Segment Assy

























X X X X X X X
X X X !X X X X



















































OM6QN7 QI48 FLT FLT FLT CURRENT
1 2 3 FLIGHTS
x x x x x x 13
x x x x x x 13
x x x x x x 13
x x x x x x 13
x x x x x x 13
x x x x x x 13
x x x x x x 13
x x x x x x 13
x x x x x x 13
x x x x x x 13
x x x x x x 13
x x x x x x 13
x x x x x x 13
x x x x x x 13
x x x x x x 13
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The igniter and the igniter adapter used on flight 12 thru
13 are identical to those used on flights 10 and 11. The only
difference between the -04 Igniter assembly used on previous
flights and the -08 used for flights 10 thru 13 is the inner
gasket undergoes a 72 hour inspection in a plexiglass fixture
(see ECP SRM-1998). This inspection resulted in the gasket being
reidentified to a -02 instead of a -01. Deviation RDW-0528R4,
which addressed reusable components and limited the effectivity
to flight 10, was revised to RDW-0528R5 with an effectivity of
flights 11 thru 13. The Igniter was previously submitted for
flight 8 and was subsequently certified for use through flight
13.
._=oN oocNo TWR- 18764/]3 I v°L




















TABLE 7.3-1 END ITEM PARTS LIST - IGNITER ASSEMBLY
TOP LEVEL PART NUMBER PART DESCRIPTION
1U75164-08 Igniter Rocket Motor Modified




















































Initiator Chamber Assy Loaded













Igniter Chamber Assy insulated
Igniter Chamber Assy
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The segment propellant (TP-H1148IV) and igniter propellant
(TP-H1178) for flight 13 are the same as presented in the
flight 12 COQ (Ref. TWR-18764/12). The following tables
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TABLE 7.4-I E_ ITEH PARTS LIST - PROPELLAWT
TOP LEVEL PART NUMBER PART DESCRIPTION
STW5-2833 TP-H1178, Prope[tant, Igniter
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TABLE 7.4-2 HARDWARETEST MATRIX - PROPELLANT
HARDWAREDESCRIPTION PART HUMBER
Propettant TP-H11481V
iDM9 QN6 QM71PVI QMSI_LT 2FLT
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7 o 5 LINER
The liner (STW5-3224) flight configuration and qualification
criteria for flight 13 is identical to that presented in
flight 12 COQ (Ref. TWR-19764/12). The following tables











TABLE 7.5-1 END ITEM PARTS LIST " LINER
TOP LEVEL PART NUMBER PART DESCRIPTION REV ECO
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TABLE 7.5-2 HARDWARE TEST MATRIX - LINER
HARDWARE DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER DM9 OR6 0147 PV1 OH8 FLT FLT FLT
1 2 3 i
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The internal insulation for flight 13 is the same as
presented in flight ii COQ (Ref. TWR-18764/Ii), The





























TABLE 7o6-I END ITEM PARTS LIST - INTERNAL INSULATION
TOP LEVEL PART NUMBER PART DESCRIPTION
WA














Extrusion Inhibitor Fitter B 15
Insulation, 0ome FiLter Extrusion B 15
InsuLar|on A 13
insulation (NBR) G 31
insulation (Carbon Fiber El=ON) E 18
Extrusion, J-seat Tang (NBR) N/C 3
Extrusion, J-seat CLevis (NBR) N/C 4






























STI,V_-2535 X :X X X X X X X 10-13
ST_.V_-2621 X X X X X X X X 10-13
STk_-2531 X iX X X X X X X 10-13
STk_-2868 X X X X X X X X 10-13
STWS-3223 X X X X X X X X 10-13
STW4-2545 X IX X X X X X X 10-13
STW4-3442 LX X X X X X X 10-13
STW4-3443 X X X X X X X 10-13
ST;5-2664 X X X X X X X X 10-13
STWS-271Z X X X X X X X X 10-13





























7.7 THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM
The thermal protection system (TPS) for flight 13 is the
same as presented in the flight 5 COQ (Ref. TWR-18764/05).
The following tables contain the current flight
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TABLE 7.7-1 END ITEM PARTS LIST - THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM
TOP LEVEL PART NUMBER PART DESCRIPTION
n/A
REV ECO

















T-ring Cap Extrus|on A 12
Insutation, EPDM A 11
EPDN Thermal InsuLation A 11
Cork Insulation D 20
Thermal Extrusion Insulation A 9
Adhes|ve A 3




Potting Compound N/C 4
Coating N/C 3









































EPOR Hatband Extr STt_-3299
EPON Hatband Extr ST_-3_9




















DM9 QM6 ON7 PV1 0;48 FLT FLT
1 2
X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X X X iX
X X X X IX
X X X X X X X
X X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X X X
X X X X X i_X X
X X X X X IX X
X X X X :X X X
x x x x :x x X
X X X X iX X X
X X X X X X X
x x x x x x X
x x X Ix X x x
x X x x X x X


































The systems tunnel assemblies used on flight 13 are the same








































Tunnel Assy, Forward Segment C 2:3
Tunnel Assy, Center Segment F_I. C 21
Tunnel Assy, Aft Segment C 20
Tunnel Assy, Aft Segment C 20
Tunnel Assy, Center Segment Aft C 24
RSRN Assy and C[oaeout-KSC B 22



















































Floor Assembly (GFE) All,
Floor Assembly (GFE)
Floor Assembly (GFE) Alt.
Floor Asse_ly (GFE)
Floor Assembly (GFE)
Floor Assembly (GFE) klt.
Floor Assembly (GFE)
FLoor Assembly (GFE) All.
FLoor Assembly (GFE)
Floor Assembly (GFE) Alt.
Floor Assembly (GFE)
Floor Assembly (GFE) Att.
Floor Assembly (GFE)
Floor Assembly (GFE) All.
Floor Assembly (GFE)
Floor Assembly (GFE) All.
Floor Assembly (GFE)
_Floor Assembly (GFE) All.
!FLoor Assembly (GFE)
IFloor Assembly (GFE) A(t.
Floor Assembly (GFE)
Floor Assembly (GFE) Alt.
Floor Assembly (GFE)
Floor Assembly (GFE) All.
Floor Assembly (GFE)
FLoor Assembly (GFE) klt.
Floor Assembly (GFE)
FLoor Assembly (GFE) ALt.
Floor Assembly (GFE)
Floor Assembly (GFE) Art.
FLoor Assembly (GFE)
Floor Assembly (GFE) Alt.
FLoor Assembly (GFE) ALt.
Floor Assembly (GFE)
Floor Assembly (GFE) All.
Floor Assembly (GFE)
FLoor Assembly (GFE) All.
Floor Assembly (GFE)
Floor Assembly (GFE) Art.
Floor Assembly (GFE)
Floor Assembly (GFE) Alt.
Floor Assembly (GFE)
FLoor Assembly (GFE) ALl.
Floor Assembly (GFE)
Floor Assembly (GFE) All.
Floor Assembly (GFE)





























































iFtoor Asse.d)Ly (GFE) ALL.
iFLoor AssembLy (GFE)















































































TABLE 7.8-2 HAROWARETEST MATRIX - SYSTEMS TUNNEL
HARDWAREDESCRIPTXON PART NUMBER
Tunnel Assy, Fk<:lSeg (Alum)
Tur_eL Assy, Fk<J Seg (Alum)
Tunnel Assy, Fm:l Seg (ALum)
Turme[ Assy, Fwd Seg (ALum)
Tunnel Assy, Ctr Seg F_I
Tunnel Assy. Ctr Seg Fk¢l
Tunnel Assy, Ctr Seg Fud
Tunnel Assy, Ctr Seg Fwd
Tunnel Assy, Ctr Seg Aft
Tunne[ Assy, Ctr Seg Aft
Tur_eL Assy, Ctr Seg Aft
Tunnet ASSy, Ctr Seg Aft
Tunnet Assy, Aft Segment
Tunnel Assy, Aft Seg
Tunne[ Assy, Aft Seg
Tunnel Assy, Aft Seg
Tunnet Assy, Aft Seg
Tunne[ Assy, Fwd (Atum)
Turme[ Assy, F_i Ctr (ALum)
Turme[ ASsy, Aft Ctr (ALum)
Tunnel Assy, Segment (ALum)
Turl_t Any+ Aft Ctr Segment
T_[ Assy, Ctr Seg (ALum)
Tunnel Assy, Fwd (ALum)
Turw_L Assy, Fwd Ctr (ALum)
TL,mr_L Assy, Aft Ctr (ALum)
Adhesive Primer
























































x X X x 13
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The iU52861-12 nozzle-assembly instilled on flights ii thru
13 is identical to those used on flight sets 6 thru I0.
Deviation RDW-0528R4, which addressed reusable components and
limited effectivity to flight I0, was replaced by RDW-0528R5 with
an effectivity thru flight 13. This deviation also applies to
the flex bearing and aft exit cone. The Nozzle Assembly COQ was
previously submitted and certified for use through flight 13.
Flex Bearing
The IU52840-03, that is made from the IU51060 flex bearing,
or the iU52840-01 flex bearing is the basic configuration used
for certification and is the same as the IU52840-I0. The
difference in dash number is due to the instrumentation added to
the -I0 bearing. The IU52840-I0 bearing was previously used on
flights 4 thru I0. The Flex Bearing was previously submitted for
flight 8 and was subsequently certified for use through flight
13.
Aft Exit Cone
The aft exit cone assembly iU76039-12,-!3 is the same
configuration as was used on flight 9 and i0. Testing to extend
the storage !ife of Linear Shaped Charge(LSC) on the nozzle
severance system has been completed and the age requirements
satisfied. The Aft Exit Cone Assembly COQ was submitted and
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TABLE 7,9-1 ENO [TEN PARTS LIST - FORWARDNOZZLE ASSEHBLY
TOP LEVEL PART NUNBER PART DESCRIPTION
1U52861-12 NozzLe Assembly
























1U52818 - 03 , - 01
IU52839- 01
IU52839 - O2














































Coal, Boot & Housing Assembly
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TABLE 7.9-2 END ITEM PARTS LIST - FLEX BEARING
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TABLE 7.9-3 END ITEM PARTS LIST - AFT EXIT CONE
TOP LEVEL PART NUMBERI PART DESCRIPTION
IU76039-12 Exit Cone Assembly, L.H.
1U76039-13 Exit Cone Assembly, R.B.














































































Ring Segment, Nozzle Assembly
Ring Segment, Nozzle Assembly
Ring Segment, Nozzle Assembly
Shell, Exit Cone, Aft
















HLCAL Col Oversize Insert
HLCAL Cot Twinsert
HLCAL Col Twinsert
Exit Cone GEl Harness
Exit Cone GEl Harness
Screw, Cap, Sockethead
Exit Cone Subassembly
Aft Exit Cone Assembly
Aft Exit Cone L_ner
Metal Assembly
Exit Cone GEl Harness
Screw Button Head
Screw, Button Head
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STWS-3292, TY. l 1
STWS-3621 TY l!
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TABLE 7.9-5 HARDWARE TEST MATRIX - FLEX BEARING ASSEHBLY
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X X 1( X
X _( X X
X _( X X
X X X X
x x x X
X X X X
x:J xx x
X X X X
X X X X
X X X X


































7.:].0 s_ws_Y _ _'RMZ_TaDsvzcs
The Safety and Arming devices (S&A) used on flight 13 are
identical in configuIation and fabrication__ ........to those
presented on flight 12 COQ. The following data contains
the current as-built configuration and qualification
criteria.
REVISION oocNo.TWR-18764/13 I voL





















TABLE 7o10-I EMD ITEN PARTS LZST - SAFE AND ARN DEVICE




Safety end Armi_ Device



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 7.10-2 HARDWARETEST MATRIX - S_
HARDWARE DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER
S & A Device
S & A Device
S & A Device










DM9 QM6 QM7 PVI 0148 TEM FLT FLT FLT CURRENT
4 1 2 3 FLIGHTS
1U52295-01 X X




1U50266-02 X X X X X X 13
1U52294-01 X X X X X
1U52294°02 X X X X
1U52294-03 x 13
lU51925-01 X X X X X X X X 13
1U51925-02 13
1U51569-02 X X X X X X X X 13
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The Ground Environment Instrumentation (GEI) on flight 13 is
identical in configuration and fabrication to those used on flights
6 thru ii except that the top level parts have been changed to
reflect the fact that different case segments were used in the
fabrication of the motor. For a more complete description of the
GEl see TWR-18764.
OPERATIONAL PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS
The Operational Pressure Transducers (OPT) and their related
hardware used on flights 12 thru 13 are identical in configuration
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TABLE 7.11-1 END ITEM PARTS LIST " GEl / OEI














Instrumentat|on Inst, RH F_¢I A 9
Instrumentation |nst, LH Fwd A 9
Instru_tation lnst, RH Fud Ctr A 8
Instrumentation lnst, LN Fw¢l Ctr A 8
Instrumentation Inst, RH Aft Ctr A 10
Instrumentation Inst, LH Aft Ctr A 11
Instrumentation Inst, RH Aft NC 5
Instrumentation Inst, LN Aft NC 7
Aft Seg_nt Build-up, RSRM B 5
Assembly & Closeout-KSC B 21
Instrumentation Inst, LH Exit Cone A 8
Instrumentation Inst, RH Exit Cone A 8













































GEI Wiring Harness, LH Fk¢l Seg
Cable Harness, LH Fwd Skirt
GE! Wiring Harness, RH Fwd Seg
Cable Harness, RH Fwd Skirt
GEI Wining Harness, LH Fwd Ctr Beg
GEl Wiring Harness, RH Fwd Ctr Seg
GEl Wiring Harness, LH Aft Ctr Seg





































TABLE 7.11-2 END ITEM PARTS LIST - OPERATIONAL PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
TOP LEVEL PART HUMBER PART DESCRIPTION
1U76699-03 Modified Ignition System
1U76699-04 Modified Ignition System









































































TABLE 7.11"3 HARDWARE TEST MATRIX - INSTRUMENTATION " GEX/OE!













































































HREL63 x x x x
Constantan
2842-7 x x x







DM9 OH6 Q147 PV1 OM8 FLT FLT FLT CURRENT
1 2 3 FLXGHTS
x x x x x x x x 11-13
x x x x !x x x x 11-13
X X ;X X
x x x 11-13





x x x x 11-13
X
x
x x x x 11-1]
x x x 11-13
x x x 11-13
x x x 11-13
X X X X











x x x 11-13
x x x 11-13
X
x x x 11-13
x x x 11-13
r
z-:
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lU50188-07 X iX X X
1U50188-10 X X X X X 11-13
IU76487-01 X X X X X 11-13










lU51450-03 X x X X X 11-13
1U51450-01 X X X
1U50228-01 x X x X X x X X 11-13
lU50228-15 X X X X X X X X 11-13
1U50228-22 x x x X X X X X 11-13
MS28778-4 X X X
MS28778-5 X
lU51732-02 X X X X X X X X 11-13
lU75374-01 X X X X X X 11-13
1U51668-01 X X X X 11-13
AN814-55
MS20995C32 X X X X X X X X 11-13
lU51916-09 X X X X X X X X 11-13
STW4-2955 X X X X X X X X 11-13
ST_-2984 x X x x x x x x 11-13
660-015RlON142A X X X X 11-13















7.12 JOINT PROTECTION SYSTEM
360X013 has incorporated on all field joints the new
joint protection system that was used on the 360X012 B
AFT joint. This FJPS was redesigned to reduce
installation timelines at Kennedy Space Center and to
simplify or eliminate installation problems related to
the present design of ethylene-propylene-diene-monomer
(EPDM) moisture seal/extruded cork combination. It also
eliminates the vent valves, the vacuum bagging process,
and the need for a separate moisture seal. Figure 7.12-
1 shows the redesign configuration as it was certified
for flight use on the forward field joint of TEM-06. For
additional information refer to TWR-17654 Technical
Evaluat_0D Motor NO. 6 (TEM-6) Final Test Report.
The field joint heaters and the igniter=to=case joint
heater, (igniter-case-joint heater to be incorporated on
later flights), have been enhanced by changing the
leadwire insulation from Teflon to Kapton, to eliminate
the coldsplice joint which has caused short-circuit
failures on both previous versions of these heaters.
These heaters were tested and certified per CTP-0218 and
reported in TWR-60135 Oualification of the Enhanced
Redesiqne_ RSRM Fie_d Joint and Iqniter-to-case Joint
Heaters Final Test Report.
Deviations RDW-0583R5 and RDW-0600RI which deal with
extruded cork are no longer applicable to the JPS
subsystem since the new design eliminated their use.
Rockwell waiver $4138AR3 against CEI paragraph 3.3°5.5,
Static Electricity and Lighting Protection, expires on
Sept. 21, 1990. At this time new requirements will be
issued against this waiver. New waivers will be issued,
as necessary, when requirements are evaluated. JPS
testing has not yet been completed so new waivers will
be issued at that time.
The following data contains the current
configuration and qualification criteria.
as-built
REVISION oocNO. TWR-18764/13 [_























TABLE 7.12-1 END iTEM PARTS LIST - JOINT PROTECTiOM SYSTEN









PART DESCRIPTION REV ECO
Aft Segment Build-Up, RSRH, KSC
Assembly & Ctoseout - KSC
Igniter Heater & Brkt. Instr. FWD
Heater-igniter to Case Joint
Power Cable instr. JPS Fk¢l. Sag.
Power Cable instr. JPS Ctr F_:I Sag.
























































Cable Assbty, Power, ELect.- Heater
Cable Assbty, Power, ELect.- Heater
Cable Assbty, Po_r, ELect.- Heater
Cable Assbty, Power, ELect.- Heater
Cable Assbty, Power, Etec.,Branched
Cable Assbty, Power, Etec.,Branched
Cable Assbty, Power, Etec.,Brenchedl
Cable Assbty, Power, Etec.,Branchedl
Cable AssldoLy, Power, Etec°-Heater









UNS M06600, .002 Thk, Cr, Ant
Copper Wire

























!Sackshett, 90 Oeg. RFi
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Teflon Tape Type I
Insulation, Etec.
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Ribbon, .0025 thk x .150 u
Braid, Wire
Wire Fabric, Industrial
SM 10 WRAP 2








































































































































DN9 QM6 0147 PVI 0148 TEN TEN;TEN TEN FLTIFLT FLT CURRENT
4 5 i6 7 I 2 3 FLIGHTS




x x x x x x x x 13
x x x x x x x x 13
x x x x x X x x
x x x x x x x x
x x x x x x x x
x x x x x x x 13
X X X X X X X
x x x x X X X
X X X X X X X
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MTI Management Procedure: Propellant Burn Rate Yes
Burn Rite and Mechanical Properties Omts for RSRN-6 Yes
Qualification Test OPT Overpressure Yes
Qualification Test PLan for DFZ/OFI/OG! Cables Yes
Qualification Test PLan for Current Jumper Assy Test Yes
OuaL. Test PLan, _ Performer, s Under Poi_er Spike Yes
Oua[. Test PLan for inflight Lightning Path Test Yes
Space Shuttle TEN _ Static Test Plan Yes
Test PLan to Evalulte Dew Coming 321 Dry Film Lubr. Yes
Lightning Protection Analysis Yes
Aluminum System Tunnel Yes
Temp. end Humdty. effcts on Si|ar_ Primer Bonds Yes
Extruded Cork EPDM Rubber Test PLan Yes
%nteroffice Name: Closure cEi pari 3.2.1.11d, 3.2.3.1 Yes
MFSC Lightning Protection Analyses Yes
Special Bolt 1U51450, Refurb., Acceptance Criteria for Yes
Launch Commit Criteria Yes
Operation Maintenance Requirements & Specs. Document Yes
Reusabi_ity_or Initial FLights Yes
Nozzle-to-Case Joint O-rtng Approved
Deviation: Welding Approved
Hardware built without co=qalete contamination controls Approved
Hardware Built Without Complete Contamination Controls Me
Hardware Bonding Approved
Hardware Bonded without Adhesive Bonding Controls Approved
Materials 5 ysar storage Life. Approved
Materiels do not Meet $ Year Storage |{re Approved
EEE Coeqxx_t Selection Approved
Deviation: Foruard Seg_t Transition Regions SF. Approved
Deviation, Safety Factors t Loads Approved
Sa_etyanclXm]ng Dev]ca NSTS 080600rap Test Require. Approved
Deviation: Material Characterization, Potysulfide Approved
No Material Characterization for PolysuLfide Adhesive Approved
Transportation Loads Approved
Deviation: FJPS StructurmL Analysis Approved
General S.F., adhesive bond S.F. Approved
Deviation: Humidity Tests Approved
Humidity tests not Perfomed Approved
FWD Exit Cone and AFT Exit Cone Safety Factors Approved
Transportation Monitoring Requir_ts Not Met No
Deviation: Fracture Nechanica AnaLysis Approved
ReusabiLity Approved
Flve Year Storage S & A Approved
Dev|etion, Improper wire used in cables Approved
InsULation Safety Factor In FWD Segncmt Not Met Approved
S & A Five Year Storage Verification Not Complete Approved
Leak check port plugs not positively Locked Approved
Fracture Mechanics Anal. of the RSRM Case Joint & Ignit *
%gniter Outer Botts do not Neat 1.60 SF. Approved
Protective Finishes per MSFC-SPEC-250 Not Net *
Waiver, Harness and Cables Approved
RSRN ClL Waiver Chl,_ge Request Yes
RSRM C|L Waiver Change Request Yes
Waiver: Lightning Protection Criteria Approved
Waiver: NSTS 20007, Lightning Protection Verification Approved
PRCBD, RSRM S&A Device Test Requirements Yes
SS IVBC-3 Aer_{c Heating Databook SRB - Ascent Yes
s_ce_utt[e SRN Safety and ArmTng DeviCe Yes






























































































DOCUI4ENTDESCRIPTION OR TITLE RELEASE STATUS
Standardization of $S Project SRM PropeLLant Yes
Adhesive Bonding Mo
RSRN NozzLe FLex Searing Yes
SS aRM Syst_iS Naintanance Anatysls Document Yes
Natertat Selection and Control PLan for Sece Shuttle Yes
Nasa Properties quarterly Status Space Shuttle SRM Yes
Hess Properties OuarterLy Status Report Yes
Nasa Properties Quarterly Status Report Yes
Similarity Report for OF| &DFI Pressure Transducers Yes
Theft Evaluation of an SRM Canter Segment Yes
Thermal Analysis of the SRM Center Segment Yes
Safety and A_|ng Device Test PLan Ouatif|cation Tests Yes
AnaLysiS= o_ #roto-t-Yl_eS/S Ftex{bte Seartng Yes
Test Report SRN lgn. Chamber & Adapter Assy Hydroburst Yes
Test PLan SRN Rail Transpo and Rail Coupling Test Yes
Test PLan SRN Rail Transp. & Rail Coupling Test GTM-4 Yes
SS SRN Corrosion Resistance Preservative Yes
Oust. Test, High Output Pressure Transducer Yes
Safety and Arming Day|ca Ouattftcation Test Yes
Test Results For SRN Inert Foruard Segment Yes
Test PLan To_ CS-_evetopmant Notor No. 5 Static Test Yes
Storage Lige Operation Pressure Transducer Yes
Final Report - S & A Dev|ce Shipping Storage Container Yes
Delta Oust Nozzle Severance System Yes
S & A Device Test PLan for Full Scale Final Evaluation Yes
FuLL ScaLe Final EvaLuat|on (Lot AAA) (DeLta Ouat) Yes
S/S SRN Ouat. Test Report for Nozz. Severance System Yes
Predicted Ballistic Perf. Characteristics for SS Yes
RSRM Aluminum Systems Tunnel Structural Analysis Yes
SRM Operst|ona[ Logistics Support Plan Yes
SRN Propellant Process Hazards Yes
Historical Rattistics/Hard_mre Assessment Database Yes
Five Year Aging of TpoH1148 Yes
Development and Ver|ficatlon PLan for the RSRM Yes
Joint FLexible Heater Thermal Test Yes
SRN Launch Constraints Yes
Thermal AnaLysis/Verification of Joint Heater Design Yes
Structural Analysis of SRM Modified Ignition System Yes
Structural Analysis of SRM Modified Ignition System Yes
SRM 3224 Liner/SRH Igniter Qualification Yes
Insulation Similarity Analysis Yes
Factory Joint |nsu[at|on Seat Integrity Yes
SRM Internal insular|on Design Database Yes
Thermal Analysis of SRN ;gniter Design Changes Yes
TPTA 1.30uick Look Report Yes
In FLight Lightning Path Test Report Yes
Igniter Heater Thermal AnaLysis Yes
Igniter Heater Structural AnaL. Yes
Comments on MSFC-HDBKS05 Rev A as it applied to RSRH Yes
Thermal Response: Redesigned FieLd & Factory Joints Yes
Thermal Performance, Steel System Tunnel Yes
Thermal Response of Stiffener Rings and Stubs Yes
Thermal Response of SRM Case Acreage Yes
Thermal Analysis of RSRM Nozzle PLug Yes
NozzLe plug Temp, Humidity, Pressure Test Report Yes
RSRM NozzLe Foam PLug High Rate Press. Final Test Rep. Yes
Structural AnaLysis of RSRM NozzLe PLug Yes
Contamination Control PLan Yes
STS 61-B (SRN-23) NozzLe Component Postftight Report Yes
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TABLE 7.13 REFERENCED DOCUNENTS LIST
DOCUNENT DESCRIPTION OR TITLE RELEASE STATUS
FieLd Joint HeeLer Test-11 Final Test Report
Launch Pad Natural Environments
ALuminum System Tunnel Bonding System
Design CompLiance Report for IC_-3-44005 Rev O
ThemaL Environments, NTI to gSC end VarclerbJrg
RSRM Internal InsuLar|on Design Definition AnaLysis
STA-3 Engineering Test Report
NJES 2A Final Test Report
Then_mt FieLds Around Space ShuttLe
JAD-Z Final Test Report
Structural Lo_Is Book
SRH Structural Material H_doook
ATA Final Test Report
FLex Bearing Tamp/Torque Report
Fungus Resistance of ALumlnumSystemTunnai MateriaLs
Fracture Control PLan for SS RSRM Case
Fracture Control PLan for the SS RSRN Ignition System
Fracture Control PLan for Space ShuttLe RSRN NozzLe
RSRN Mass Properties Uncertainty AnaLysis
Foruard-to-Aft Exit Cone Joint Leak Test FaiLure
RSRM Bett|stics Perfommnce Assessment
Test Report 1.4 x NEOP Hydroproof Test
Loads For Useln PL|2 Structure AnaLysis
RSRN Propetiant/Linar/lnsu[, Struct. Anaiy. Summary
External Cork Insulation Bondt|na AnaLysis
RSRN NozzLe Stress Report
GLobaL Thermal Environment AnaLySiS
NJES 2B Fina| Test Report
Case FieLd Joint Redesign Ftou/Therm( AnaLysis
NozzLe/CaseJPint Redesign FLow Thermal AnaLysis
Fees/There[ AnaLysis of the On#_ .SR13
External TPS AnaLysis of aRM Stiffener Rings and Stubs
RSRM Factory Joint InsuLation
InsuLar|on/Case _ Structural AnaLysis
Mechanfcat Properties Of S_ PropeLLant Groin MateriaLs
PropeLLant Groin Structural Integrity
Thenmai EvaLuation of DeveLopment FLight Instr.
RSRM COR Summary Report+ Seat Design
Test Report JOint Heater Thermos Conductive Adhesive"
RSRM Csse Structural AnaLysis
Structural AnaLysis for Acceterometer Mounting BLock
Test Report: S-Joint ResiLiency Test
Structural AnaLysis of SRN Igniter Grain
Aft Segment IncLusion, DM-9
Aero/ThemaL AnaLysis of the RSRN NozzLe
Thermal Response of NozzLe Exit Cone and LSC AssembLy
ON-8 Sys.__T_L FLoor PLate PuLL Test
I)14-9 Sys, Tunnel FLoor PLate PuLL Test
FJP$ Vent VaLve Aging _ Functi_t Test ResuLts
Cork Extrusion Mechanical Characterization Test Report
DM-9 FJPS Weathersea[ Putt Test ResuLts
Moisture Seal Integrity Test Final Report
FJ#$ WindtunnsL test _eport
Heater AssembLy Vibrmtion Test Report
Internal InsuLation QuaLification Report
NozzLe Center Line Offset
Summary of ELectricaL AnaLysis for FJPS
RSRM Ignition System Structural AnaLysis






























































































































































DOCUMENT DESCRIPTION OR TITLE
: =
RELEASE STATUS
QM-6 FJPS Po_t-Test Inspectio_ Final Report Yes
ON-6 NozzLe Post Test Inspect|on Final Report Yes
ON-7 Post Test Hardware EvaLuation Yes
FLight Motor Set 360L00i (STS-26R) Final Report Yes
FLight Set 3_L002 JPS Final Report Yes
Cable 8racket Bonds Structural Analysis Yes
Factory Joint Seat Integrity Yes
Igniter Gesk-O_Seet Resiliency Test Report Yes
RSRM Nozzle Snubber Vectoring CLearance Study Yes
EEl CompL|ance Report, RSRN Nozzle Yes
Transport Thermal Analysis of Aft Segment Yes
RSRN Center Segment Transp. from NT! Space Oper to KSC Yes
RSRM FWD Segment Transportation from MTI to KSC Yes
Trensp. Thermal Analysis - Nozzle/Aft Exit Cone Yes
Mass Properties H|story Log Space Shuttle OH-8 Yes
Mass Properties History Log Space Shuttle 3600013 (LH) Yes
Mass Properties History Log Space Shuttle 3600013 (RH) yes
Seal Malaria[ properties Data Book Yes
DN-9 Test Report Yes
ON-9 Final Test Report Yes
QM-6 Final TeSt Report Yes
QM-7 Final Test Report Yes
Test Results _ Three Oimen_tormt Analysis Yes
JPS Heater Watt Density Analysis/Test Report Yes
SRB Aft Skirt Hot Gas Purge Analysis Yes
Heater Power Density Analysis, Tayco Part 266-4664 Yes
Nozzle Joint _nvrmnt. Stimulator 3B Final Test Report Yes
Nozzle Joint Envr_nt. Simulator 3A Final Test Report Yes
NJES H3 Test Report Yes
Nozzle Nose Inlet Structural Test Report Yes
OPT/OF! Similarity Analysis Yes
Transient Pressure Test Article 2.1 Test Report Yes
ON-8 Test Report Yes
QN-8 Final Test Report, Nozzle Yes
014-8 FINAL TEST REPORT, IGNITION SYSTEM Yes
PYM-1F_nal Test Report Yes
PVM-I FINAL TEST REPORT, IGNITION SYSTEH Yes
RSRM Case Structural Analysts HandLing Transportation NO
ETM-1A Post Ffre Evaluation Yes
TEN-03 F|nal Test Report Yes
Technical Eva(. Motor No. 4 (TEN-4) Final Test Report Yes
TEN-05 Stet|c Test Final Test Report Yes
Technical Evaluation Motor No. 6 (TEN-6) Final Test Rep Yes
RSRN TP-H1148 PropeLlent Characterization Requirements Yes
RSRM TP-H1178 igniter Propellant Characterization Yes
RSRM Materiel Se[ect|on & Control Documentation Yes
Final Report for SRM Pyrotechnic Basket Assy Life Ext. Yes
Over-Pressure Test for OPT Yes
Lightning Transient Test Yes
EMCIEM; DF] Test Report Yes
Mech/Etact Test of Bonding Strap Report No
Case Similarity Analysis Yes
SRN Significant Problem Report No. DR4-5 (5 day) Yes
Modified Igniter Oual{f|cat|on Test Final Report Yes
RSRN Tear_ aM Armlysis Ptan Yes
Transient Pressure Test Articte Yes
SS RSRN ignition System Modified Igniter LAT No. 38 Yes
RSRM Seat Design Summary Report Yes





































































DOCUMENT DESCRIPTION OR TITLE RELEASE STATUS
Joint Environment SimJtator 3(: Final Test Report Yea
RSRM Structural Mechanical Properties Beta Book Yes
RSRM Propellant Grain Transportation Structural lnteg. Yes
Flight ReKl|naSS Fir|ng Yes
ALum. SYS. Tunnel Ground $trepAdhestve Qua|. Test Rap. Yes
Transient Pressure Test Article Final Test Report Yes
Moisture Seat Test Report Yes
DFI/OF; Cable Assetrd3Ly Test Yes
Useful Life and Storages Effects Analysis for DFI/OFI Yes
Material and EEE Parts Selection AnaLysis for DFI/OFI Yes
Debris Prevention Analysis for DFI/OFI/OEI Yes
RSRM Internal Insulation Analysis Yes
RSRM FJPS Structural Analys|s and Component Testing Yes
S & A Device GLobal Analysis Yes
S & A Device Similarity Analysis Yes
Test Results SRM FJP gevlar Strap Yes
Replacemen t of EPOM With KSNA On Stiffener Stubs Yes
Similarity Analysis for Propellant/Liner Yes
SS RSRN mod_f{e_fgn|ter rocket motor simiL, analysis Yes
OH-9 Wedgeout Yes
Igniter Seals Thermal Environmental Analysis Yes
Heater Cable Bracket Bond Evaluation Test Results Yes
RSRM Ignition System Specie( Bolt Structural Analysis Yes
Extruded Cork/EA-934/HA KL-00-225 EPI)N Rubber Bond[ine Yes
Erosion, Forward Exit Cor_, DM-9 Yes
Perforlunce of Motors DM-8 and DN-9 Yes
Similarity Analysis for RSRM JPS Yes
914-8 Quick Look Report Yes
Test Rap. Hydrogen Embrttmnt. Testing of Silene Primer Yes
TPTA 2.2 Final Test Report Yes
Reprt Temp. & Humdty effcts On$ilane Primer Bonds Yes
Similarity Analysis for RSRM Systems Tunnel Y.
FJPS Moisture Seal Characterization Test Results Yes
GLobal Analysis OFI/I)FI Yes
SimiLarity Analysis for RSRM Assembled Motor Yes
TPTA 1.3 Final Test Report Yes
Test Report for a Hydroburst of an Igniter Assembly Yes
Acceptance Test Report S/S Flex Bearing (S/H 4RI) Yes
Acceptance Test Report S/S FLex Bearing (S/H 1R5) Yes
RSRM Segment/Rai[car Scanner Test Report Yes
$ & A Performance Under Power Spike Conditions Yes
Igniter Heater Function Test Yes
RSRM Exit cone Severance System Similarity Analysis Yes
RSRM Segment/Railcar Scanner Test Report Yes
JPS/ignfter Heater cab[e structural Bond Analysis Yes
Removal of Cork Lid Over DFI & GEl Instru. Cables Yes
Thrme[ Respns of the Aft Dome NzzL Husng; Re-entry Heat Yes
Thermal Performance of Extruded Cork on Field Joint Yes
ON-8 Systems Tunnel Pull Test Final Report Yes
Final Test Report for -O& S & A (CTP-0131, REV. C) Ha
Structural Integrity Analysis of RSRN 360H005 Aft Sag. Yes
Replacement of Cork with KSNA over Kevtar Strap CLips Yes
Preiosd Stress Analysis RSRN Hendlng Rings Tang End Yes
Systems Tunnel LSC Lightning Strike Final Test Report Yes
Oual. Of Improved Joint Heaters Final Test Report yes
Evaluation of Doe earning 321 Dry Film Lubricant Yes
Oust. RSRM F.J. Heater & Ign. to Case J.H. Power Cables Yes
Re-Designed FJPS Material Qualification Summary Yes
In-FLight Them. Anal. of the Redsigned FJPS Yes
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Thermal AnaL./Verificetion of SRM JPS Redesign Concept Yes
FJPS Redesign Concept 1 Structural AnaLysis Yes
Redesigned FJPS Moisture Oust. Final Test Report Yes
RSRM Carbon Fiber-FiLLed EPDM Structural Integrity Yes
FLash Report for -04 S & A (CTP-0131, Rev. C) Yes
Oua[. of Enhanced Redesigned F.J. & Ign. Joint heaters Yes
Instrumentation SimiLarity AnaLysis Yes
Systems T_[ CEI CompLiance With HIL-STD Parts & Lock Yes
System Tunnel Material QuaLification Summory Yes
FieLd Joint Protective Strop Test PLan Yes
FieLd Joint Heater Test II Weather Seal ShuttLe/Vacuum Yes
Verificat|on of SRN Factory Joint Pressure Seal Yes
Extending the SheLf Life of SRM Pyrotechnic Basket Yes
Systems Tunnel LSC Lightning Strike Test PLan Yes
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RSRM CASE, STIFFENER RINGS, CASE JOINTS
























_SRM CASE, STIFFENER RINGS, CASE JOINTS






The Case/Stiffener Rings/Case Joints comply with
this requirement. Whenever age sensitive
materials have been used, a schedule for the
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RSRM CASE, STIFFENER RINGS, CASE JOINTS
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IGA-385.0 Case/Stiffener Rings/Case Joint components are in
compliance With this requirement. Whenever a
materiai has been used that is sensitive to
moisture, fungus or oxidation, proper steps have
been taken to ensure the integrity of the parts





















RSRM CASE, STIFFENER RINGS, CASE JOINT8







Case/Stiffener Rings/Case Joints hardware
components are in compliance with this
requirement. The materials=used in the
Case/Stiffener Rings/Case Joints were selected in
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